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In this e-guide: 

Server virtualisation has given businesses the ability to 

abstract applications and the operating system from the 

underlying hardware. For years organisations have used 

virtualisation to gain greater levels of utilisation from their 

hardware investments, where one big server is divided into 

multiple VMs (virtual machines), each of which can be 

configured to run a workload, comprising an operating system 

and a software environment. 

Businesses can deploy appliances, known as hyper-converged 

systems, that combine CPUs, storage and virtual server 

environment, all in one box. These tend to be horizontally 

scalable, enabling IT departments to grow their virtual server 

environment simply by adding another appliance. The 

management software in hyper-converged systems takes care 

of distributing workloads to maximise the greater level of 

computational power and storage available. 

http://www.computerweekly.com
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Today, thanks to the advent of infrastructure as a service, 

organisations can choose to run their VMs locally, on premise, 

or in a public cloud using IaaS (infrastructure as a service) from 

any of the major cloud providers. 

Among the biggest problem areas in server virtualisation is the 

idea of VM sprawl. Since, they are not physical servers, VMs 

can easily be created. Often, however, they are not removed if 

they are no longer required. On-premise, this may not create 

such a big issue, since a dormant VM does not really consume 

resources like CPU, memory and storage. But if they are left to 

run indefinitely in the background, they will continue to 

consume valuable IT resources. In a cloud environment, 

businesses can incur huge fees if they fail to administer their 

virtual servers properly. 

While server virtualisation is a well-established method to 

reduce IT costs by consolidating on-premise servers and 

running appropriate workloads in the public cloud, a new IT 

architecture is now emerging. Rather than virtualise existing 

software environments, new applications are increasingly being 

http://www.computerweekly.com
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developed to run natively in the cloud. This approach departs 

from the horizontally integrated software stack that 

applications have traditionally been built upon. Instead, the 

application code is divided into functional units known as 

microservices, each of which runs in a lightweight virtual 

environment known as a container. The code within the 

container, can be an internally developed microservice, or one 

from an external provider. A cloud native architecture uses 

containers to run a set of microservices in order to perform a 

required function programmatically. 

Cliff Saran, managing editor 

  
 

  

http://www.computerweekly.com
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 From open clouds to open infrastructure: 
OpenStack's evolution continues 

Caroline Donnelly, datacentre editor 

The range of use cases that OpenStack’s technology can be applied to has 

broadened significantly in recent years, beyond simply providing organisations 

with a means of standing-up their own open-source-based private and public 

cloud environments. 

The output of the open source community that supports OpenStack has paved 

the way for the telecommunications industry, for example, to embrace the 

concept of Network Function Virtualisation (NFV), and provide it with a means of 

building edge computing environments. 

Its contributors have also laid the groundwork for the Foundation to offer greater 

support for application developers with its forays into containers and continuous 

integration too. 

In line with these developments, the Foundation has now sought to reposition 

itself in a way that fully encapsulates everything that OpenStack has to offer 

enterprises now – which is access to Open Infrastructure. 

http://www.computerweekly.com
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The Foundation has, by its own admission, previously struggled with how best 

to communicate to enterprises what exactly its technology does and how it 

stands to benefit them, but Open Infrastructure is succinct cover-all, said 

OpenStack Foundation chair Alan Clark. 

Not only in terms of the technologies that come under the OpenStack umbrella, 

but also in the Foundation’s attitude towards working with adjacent open source 

communities, continues Clark. 

“The Open Infrastructure tagline is also because we recognised the need to not 

just support OpenStack, but all those other technologies, and you also want to 

make sure your infrastructure is viable, not just for today but tomorrow as well,” 

he said. 

 “We know there will be new technologies [emerging], so you have to make sure 

you have the infrastructure in place for these new ideas and technologies, and 

the vision going forward is that we’re the open infrastructure to be built on.” 

During the opening keynote at the OpenStack Summit in Vancouver, the 

Foundation’s chief operating officer, Mark Collier, said the Open Infrastructure 

concept is also reflective of the growing pressure IT operators are under to build 

software stacks that meeting a wide variety of use cases. 

“One of the most interesting developments in infrastructure and cloud in general 

[at the moment] is that our operators are being asked to do more for their 

businesses and end users,” said Collier 

http://www.computerweekly.com
https://www.computerweekly.com/news/252441602/Canonical-founder-Mark-Shuttleworth-takes-aim-at-VMware-and-Red-Hat-at-OpenStack-Summit
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“People expect their infrastructure to handle artificial intelligence, machine 

learning, [and] containers are really a given these days at various levels of the 

stack because of how powerful they can be, and people are starting to 

experiment with serverless. 

“This is the world the operators live in right now – more pressure on cost and 

compliance, and more pressure to deliver additional functionality in their clouds, 

and on top of the functionality piece they are also being asked to do it in more 

places.” 

A new era of openness for OpenStack 

While the Vancouver Summit essentially marks the start of the “Open 

Infrastructure” era at OpenStack, the Foundation has been laying the 

groundwork for its repositioning at its previous meetups, with Clark describing 

the Boston conference in May 2017 as being a pivotal moment. 

It was here, Clark explains, a number of key decisions about the future direction 

of OpenStack were hammered out, including how to forge closer, collaborative 

ties with other open source initiatives, while clearing up the confusion about 

what OpenStack is all about. 

A major contributor to this confusion was the introduction of the Big Tent 

governance model in 2015, and the resulting overhaul in how OpenStack 

project are defined. 

http://www.computerweekly.com
https://www.computerweekly.com/feature/The-evolution-of-OpenStack-Where-next-for-the-open-source-cloud-platform
https://www.computerweekly.com/feature/The-evolution-of-OpenStack-Where-next-for-the-open-source-cloud-platform
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Whereas contributors previously had to petition to have their projects included in 

an integrated OpenStack release before they could start work on them, under 

the Big Tent approach, they were given the green light to start working on them 

provided they adhered to certain OpenStack community guidelines. 

“We had people really confused, and one of the things that came out of the 

strategy session [in Boston] is that we still had people asking what is 

OpenStack?” he said. 

“We’d introduced this notion of Big Tent and it caused confusion to users about 

what was really OpenStack, but we still needed a mechanism to enable 

innovation and new ideas.” 

Open integration push 

The Boston summit laid the groundwork for the Foundation to announce a multi-

year commitment, at its Sydney Summit in November 2017, to addressing the 

integration challenges enterprises commonly come up against when trying to 

build heterogeneous, open source-based infrastructure stacks. 

Several months later, in February 2018, a whitepaper followed that saw the 

Foundation make a case for the creation of a cross-industry coalition to address 

the stumbling blocks that may serve to hinder the adoption of edge computing in 

the years to come. 

http://www.computerweekly.com
https://www.computerweekly.com/feature/Redefining-OpenStack-Addressing-the-identity-and-integration-for-enterprise-readiness
https://www.computerweekly.com/news/450429539/OpenStack-claims-open-source-integration-problems-are-holding-back-enterprise-innovation
https://www.computerweekly.com/news/450429539/OpenStack-claims-open-source-integration-problems-are-holding-back-enterprise-innovation
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“We’re seeing the fruits of [those initiatives] all delivering dramatically,” said 

Clark. 

This has seen the Foundation develop closer working relationships with open 

source platform-as-a-service Cloud Foundry, and with the Cloud Native 

Computing Foundation (CNCF), who look after the container orchestration 

engine, Kubernetes. 

“Each community is a little different, so how we [forge ties with them] is very 

different. Some don’t need a lot of interaction – they just need to know what our 

interfaces are like. Others have been much more directed by us,” he said 

“A good example of that is with the Kubernetes community. We have a special 

interest group that is focused on Kuberetes integration, who have come up with  

Commitment to Open Infrastructure 

code to improve the integration [with OpenStack].” 

Another show of the Foundation’s commitment to the Open Infrastructure cause 

can be seen in its decisions to spin out a couple of projects that started life 

within OpenStack to ensure they reach as wide an audience as possible, added 

Clark. 

http://www.computerweekly.com
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These include the open source continuous integration tool, Zuul, which allows 

OpenStack users to automate large parts of their software development cycles, 

and is now managed as an independent project by the Foundation. 

The Foundation also used the Vancouver to debut the first release of its 

hardware agnostic container management software, Kata Containers, which 

boasts compatibility with similar offerings from the Open Container Initiative and 

Kubernetes. 

The latter is designed to address user concerns around container security, 

continued Clark, but both offerings should be viewed as OpenStack practicing 

what it preaches about the importance of ensuring open source communities 

from adjacent communities play nicely together. 

Clearing up the cloud confusion 

One of the biggest criticisms levelled at OpenStack during the Big Tent era is 

that it made it difficult for users to differentiate between the core and periphinery 

pieces of its stack, and – in turn – what parts were absolutely critical to standing 

up private clouds in their datacentres. 

As alluded to by Clark, the Foundation has made a concerted effort over the last 

couple of years to bring some clarity to the situation by culling under-performing 

projects. But Mark Shuttleworth, co-founder of Ubuntu OpenStack distribution 

maker Canonical, claims there is scope to take these efforts even further. 

http://www.computerweekly.com
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“In the past I’ve been critical of the Foundation for not being clear enough about 

what you needed to stand up an Openstack cloud,” he told Computer Weekly at 

the Summit. 

“I would still like them to say these seven pieces of code are OpenStack, and if 

you have those seven pieces of code, that do a great job of running a cloud, 

you’re good, and I think it would be in their best interests to.” 

Given his support of the Foundation’s past efforts to streamline the number of 

projects running under OpenStack, what does he make of the Open 

Infrastructure concept, and its implied messaging that there is much more to 

what does than pure cloud. 

“They started that process of simplifying the definition of OpenStack, but then 

they said we’re not just OpenStack anymore. Can they manage that dance? 

Let’s give them the benefit of the doubt for now,” he said. 

“Some of the new things they’ve embraced aren’t in their cloud of stuff around 

OpenStack, like Kata Containers and Zuul - they’re really different, so maybe 

there is some argument for saying there are other classes of infrastructure.” 

  

 Next Article 

 

 

http://www.computerweekly.com
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 Cloud, containers and hybrid IT flagged as 
top technology investments by UK IT 
professionals 

Caroline Donnelly, datacentre editor 

Cloud and hybrid IT investments remain a top priority for UK IT professionals, 

which in turn is fuelling enterprise interest in container technologies, suggests 

research by IT management software supplier SolarWinds. 

The firm’s annual state of the global technology industry report suggests 

enterprise demand for cloud and hybrid IT-enabling infrastructure deployments 

are holding firm in the face of the growing hype surrounding machine learning 

and artificial intelligence (AI) technologies. 

The global report is based on responses from more than 800 IT professionals 

from North America, Australia, Germany, Hong Kong, and Singapore, of which 

142 are from the UK.   

The UK version of the report claims investing in cloud computing and hybrid IT 

deployments will remain a top investment priority for IT professionals over the 

next five years, with many seeing it as the gateway to adopting emerging 

technologies, such as machine learning and AI. 

http://www.computerweekly.com
https://searchstorage.techtarget.com/news/252436924/SolarWinds-SRM-keeps-an-eye-on-new-all-flash-arrays
https://www.computerweekly.com/news/450404185/IT-Priorities-2017-Hybrid-cloud-set-to-dominate-datacentre-infrastructure-buying-decisions
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As such, 95% of IT professionals name-checked cloud and hybrid IT as being 

among the top five most important technologies to feature in their organisation’s 

wider IT strategy, while AI just scraped into the top five technologies they 

consider critical to their five-year digital transformation efforts. 

“The narrative in today’s IT industry revolves around transformative 

technologies like AI, machine learning, blockchain and more,” said SolarWinds 

executive vice-president and global chief technology officer Joe Kim. 

“These technologies are unquestionably important, but the results of this year’s 

study reveal IT professionals are still prioritising investments in technologies 

that help run day-to-day operations and choosing initiatives that deliver more 

immediate value.” 

 

A vote on what participants considered to be their most important technology 

investment priorities over the next five years saw cloud and hybrid IT emerge on 

top, while container technologies also scored highly with participants. 

 

According to SolarWinds, this interest is being driven by organisations seeing 

the potential for the technology to ease some of the application management 

issues IT professionals encounter during the move to a hybrid IT setup. 

This, in turn, contributed to 49% of respondents citing containers as being their 

most pressing technology investment priority today, while 44% said they 

http://www.computerweekly.com
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expect them to become a top IT investment priority over the next three-to-five 

years. 

The interest in containers could also be interpreted as a push by UK enterprises 

to improve the optimisation of their IT environments, which 42% of respondents 

flagged as an area of concern in the poll. 

A lack of skills and training was flagged as a barrier to achieving adequate 

system optimisation by 42% of respondents, along with poor organisational 

strategy (43%). 

  

 Next Article 
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 Executive interview: Sudheesh Nair, 
president, Nutanix 

Cliff Saran, managing editor 

Gartner describes hyper-converged infrastructure as scale-out software 

integrated infrastructure that applies a modular approach to compute, network 

and storage resources. 

In effect, a business buys a hyper-converged appliance, which will support a 

given size of workload in terms of compute, storage and networking capacity. 

As and when more resources are needed, the customer buys another appliance 

– management software on the hyper-converged appliance is able to scale 

elastically to support the IT requirements of the workload. 

Nutanix is regarded as leader in Gartner’s Magic Quadrant of hyper-converged 

infrastructure, ahead of Dell-EMC, VMware and HPE, all of which are in the top 

“leaders” quadrant. 

Nutanix appears to be moving away from pure hyper-converged to a company 

that supports businesses on their journey to becoming cloud-enabled. 

In an interview with Computer Weekly, Nutanix president Sudheesh Nair 

discusses how the company is shifting to the cloud. “It’s more than rebranding,” 

http://www.computerweekly.com
https://www.computerweekly.com/feature/Hyper-converged-infrastructure-2018-technology-and-market-survey
https://searchconvergedinfrastructure.techtarget.com/definition/hyper-converged-software
https://searchconvergedinfrastructure.techtarget.com/definition/hyper-converged-software
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he says. “Hyper-converged was a necessary first step to a journey to free 

corporate IT from the darkest corners of the datacentre, where IT looked after 

the compute, storage and network. These don’t mean much to the business.” 

According to Nair, in the past, storage prevented infrastructure from becoming 

more elastic because data often resided in different silos. Tackling this limitation 

was the first product focus for Nutanix. 

Three years ago, Nutanix evolved to fit into a virtualised world, offering its own 

hypervisor, which became the second evolution in product development, said 

Nair. 

“Now is the right time to focus on what the business cares about, which 

applications, self-service, automation, an API-first architecture and security,” he 

said. This is what Nutanix sees as its enterprise cloud operating system. 

Being top of the Magic Quadrant will probably get Nutanix on the shortlist for 

new tenders, but its biggest challenge ahead is the fact that all the major IT 

providers have a hybrid cloud strategy. 

Competing with Microsoft 

Microsoft’s recent financial results show it is pushing a distributed computing 

vision, with a single API from endpoint devices, Azure stack on-premise to the 

public Azure cloud. 

http://www.computerweekly.com
https://www.computerweekly.com/news/450426142/University-gets-Nutanix-for-self-serve-cloud-to-replace-Red-Hat
https://www.computerweekly.com/news/252434276/Microsoft-results-show-a-distributed-computing-future
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In a transcript of the earnings call posted on the Seeking Alpha financial 

blogging site, Microsoft CEO Satya Nadella said: “There are new workloads 

being born that require both the cloud and the edge – IoT [internet of things] 

being a great example of that. And especially when you take that in combination 

with AI [artificial intelligence], again you train on the cloud and you score on the 

edge. That’s a real competitive advantage.” 

But for Nair, the reality shows there is a good reason why Amazon Web 

Services (AWS) is the clear leader in new-age applications. “Architecture and 

design matter, but Microsoft has to build on what it already has,” he says. 

According to Nair, this limits the flexibility of Azure, compared with Amazon’s 

approach, where there is no legacy. 

Similarly, in the hypervisor market, Nair said: “There is a reason VMware is 

ahead of Microsoft Hyper-V.” 

Battle for hybrid cloud 

Although Nadella came in and changed the profile of Microsoft, making it more 

open, Nair believes the battle for hybrid cloud is far from over. “I think we are in 

the early stages of hybrid cloud,” he says. 

“Incumbency is a powerful force, but if it was the only factor, Microsoft would 

have owned mobile operating systems. There is a reason why iOS and Android 

have taken over.” 

http://www.computerweekly.com
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4141999-microsofts-msft-ceo-satya-nadella-q2-2018-results-earnings-call-transcript?part=single
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4141999-microsofts-msft-ceo-satya-nadella-q2-2018-results-earnings-call-transcript?part=single
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He adds: “The technology is changing so fast that the size of legacy system 

becomes a burden because it is harder to change. If you have millions of 

customers, it is difficult to change your API, because you have to maintain 

backwards compatibility.” 

Nair is betting that more data will be created outside the datacentre than inside, 

such as autonomous cars or smart grids, which will generate hundreds of 

terabytes of data. It is simply not practical to move all this data into a 

datacentre for processing. 

“The cloud has to be distributed,” says Nair. “AWS, Azure Stack and Google 

can do this, but it is a forced fit. You cannot do this just for new applications; 

old-school IT should also see the benefits of cloud.” 

Turning to Azure, he says: “Underneath it all, the AWS architecture has a 

cleaner design. Amazon is like an elephant that can run like a cheetah – but its 

architecture is built to run everything once it is in the datacentre. They are smart 

enough to push to the edge and will use VMware as a partner to get into the 

enterprise. But do they truly believe they can have their architecture running in 

their customers’ premises?” 

For Nair, the answer is “no, they can’t”. It is the segment that Microsoft is going 

after with Azure Stack, but Nair is confident Nutanix has the agility to offer a 

viable alternative. 

http://www.computerweekly.com
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Myth of cloud-bursting 

Buying infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) for applications where the workload 

cannot be predicted makes sense, and it also makes sense to run certain 

workloads on-premise, says Nair. “Most businesses that are not strapped for 

cash prefer to buy assets and depreciate them over a number of years, because 

it looks significantly better on the books,” he adds. 

Nair says the clear benefit of a hybrid approach to cloud is that it is possible to 

gain from the lower costs of running a predictable workload in an on-premise 

environment, but then having the ability to burst to the cloud during peak 

business periods. This is the goal many IT departments would like to achieve, 

but it is far harder to do, he says. 

Data protection, data sovereignty and synchronising data across on-premise 

and cloud IT, among other matters, make cloud-bursting a technically complex 

procedure, and there is also the complexity of consuming proprietary platform 

services. “When you start using Lambda on AWS, you are looked into Amazon,” 

says Nair. “It is not a perfect marketplace where you can hedge against one 

cloud provider and another to find the best possible deal.” 

Finally, says Nair, there is no architectural template that fits everyone. CIOs and 

their IT architecture teams will need to assess what exactly a hybrid cloud 

strategy means in their business. This is an untapped market and Nair hopes 

Nutanix can tick enough of the right boxes to carve a niche in hybrid cloud. 

http://www.computerweekly.com
https://www.computerweekly.com/blog/CW-Developer-Network/Repeatable-app-blueprints-inside-core-of-Nutanix-Google-cloud-fusion
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 The rise of the ODMs: Should the branded 
hardware suppliers be worried? 

Clive Longbottom, guest contributor 

The big computer hardware suppliers have ruled the hardware roost for many a 

year. So assured was their hold on enterprise IT budgets, there was even the 

saying of “no one ever got fired for buying IBM”, alluding to how these big IT 

brands carried the argument for large hardware expenditure. But is this now at 

risk? 

Public cloud adoption is rising, and anyone who’s had the pleasure of 

wandering around some of the datacentres used to host these clouds may be 

surprised by the lack of large-brand logos on the hardware inside, and in many 

cases, the lack of any logos at all. 

Many of the largest public cloud providers have eschewed the big 

manufacturers in favour of using cheaper suppliers who can build the 

datacentre hardware they need to their precise specifications, and for a better 

price. 

This is where the original design manufacturers (ODMs) come in. The big public 

cloud providers can go to them with a specific design and demand 100,000 or 

http://www.computerweekly.com
https://www.computerweekly.com/news/450414806/HPE-Dell-and-IBM-suffer-Q4-server-sales-slumps-as-demand-for-ODM-hardware-grows
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so servers over the next 12 months, and the ODM can build the boxes using 

commodity componentry in countries with low labour costs. 

The end result is tailor-made hardware priced to suit the cloud provider, while 

still providing a good enough margin to the ODM.  

The largest public cloud provider, Amazon Web Services (AWS), carries out a 

series of tests to calculate how much failure it can deal with in its datacentres.  

As part of this, its ODMs are asked to build to a defined failure level – one 

where costs can be cut while still remaining within AWS’ own tolerances. 

Branded hardware suppliers, however, are loath to build hardware of a lesser 

standard than its normal commercial output. 

The reason being, should this hardware make its way on to the grey or second-

hand market, it would reflect badly on the brand. Yet for organisations that fully 

understand how a highly-virtualised platform can deal with failure, it is a good 

option – and it may be a market where the brands are missing a trick or two at 

the moment. 

 

ODMs have other economic benefits working in their favour too. They don’t sell 

through any channels, do not have large sales forces, and do little to no 

marketing, making it easier for them to run lean and mean.  

http://www.computerweekly.com
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That said, ODMs may not offer much in the way of support, either. The buyer is 

expected to become the full owner, not only of the hardware, but its full 

operation. The big brand hardware suppliers cannot do this as they have so 

much extra overhead to carry. 

AWS has been a leader in this approach, buying more servers per year than 

any other provider, and it can exert a lot of pressure in the market. Sure, Dell, 

IBM or HP would love to be one of its prime hardware suppliers, but it just 

doesn’t work for AWS.  

AWS wants a platform that is essentially designed by itself and needs suppliers 

that can build to that specification – and can rapidly build in changes as and 

when required.  

Imagine IBM, with its multiple research centres, its massive patent library and its 

multiple tiers of account management just tugging its forelock and saying 

“whatever you say, my liege” to AWS. It is unlikely to happen, and the whole 

process would get bogged down with a group of distinguished fellows trying to 

persuade AWS that the use of Watson-as-a-service running via Quantum 

Computing on SoftLayer would be a better way of doing things. 

Taking ownership like AWS 

By taking responsibility for everything from the motherboard to the facility, AWS 

is in total control of its own future, and it credits this decision with giving it a 

http://www.computerweekly.com
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solid, competitive advantage. Its ODMs do what AWS says, and both sides are 

happy with that arrangement. 

Facebook takes the same approach, and in the throes of updating the hardware 

in its datacentres using its own server designs. 

The company has open sourced a large part of its design under the Open 

Compute Project (OCP), so others can create a similar platform should they so 

desire. Even Microsoft, a long-time Dell partner within Azure Cloud, is moving to 

an OCP hardware design under its Project Olympus strategy. 

And here lies the crux of the matter in the battle between ODMs and branded 

manufacturers. 

Few, if any, organisations are large enough (or have the same infrastructure 

needs as an AWS or a Facebook) to go to an ODM and sign a deal that makes 

economic sense to both sides.  

They may be able to take the OCP design and purchase a standard unbranded 

ODM product, but that is just a general low-cost supplier-customer relationship 

with little capability of adding competitive advantage through differentiating the 

platform itself. 

For the average organisation, buying hardware from a known entity with full 

commercial support still makes sense. However, as time moves on and more 

workloads move to the public cloud, this is a decreasing market for the main 

http://www.computerweekly.com
https://searchdatacenter.techtarget.com/definition/open-compute-open-compute-project
https://searchdatacenter.techtarget.com/definition/open-compute-open-compute-project
https://www.computerweekly.com/news/450402105/Microsoft-vows-to-boost-agility-of-open-source-datacentre-hardware-development-with-Project-Olympus
https://www.computerweekly.com/news/450402105/Microsoft-vows-to-boost-agility-of-open-source-datacentre-hardware-development-with-Project-Olympus
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hardware suppliers. This is why IBM has spent so much time and energy 

repositioning itself as a purveyor of servers, network equipment and storage to 

a “cloud-first” company selling capabilities around SoftLayer, BlueMix and 

Watson. 

Is all lost for the other hardware suppliers, such as Dell and HPE? Not 

necessarily. Outside of the massive public cloud providers, there are many 

other smaller public cloud providers only buying a few thousand servers. 

Although a basic ODM approach may be tempting, there are still opportunities 

here for the branded suppliers to offer a fully supported stack. 

In football parlance: they think it’s all ODM... Well, it isn’t yet. 

  

 Next Article 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.computerweekly.com
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 The Express Route to a hybrid Azure 
platform 

Clive Longbottom, guest contributor 

Cloud computing is promising much – but is failing in many areas as users get 

to grips with some of its more complex areas.  An example here is when 

organisations start to look at how best to use multiple cloud platforms across a 

private and public environment – what is known as a ‘hybrid cloud'. 

In essence, such a cloud sounds easy:  an organisation maintains certain 

workloads on its own equipment, using public cloud where and when suitable to 

meet the needs of a process. 

However, the devil is in the detail.  The first problem starts where the choice of 

technical cloud platform has to be made.  Using different cloud technologies can 

make workload and data mobility difficult.  For example, using an OpenStack 

private cloud and a Microsoft Azure public cloud means that compromises must 

be made in certain areas. 

However, Microsoft has now addressed this with the launching of Azure Stack – 

a highly engineered hardware/software system that can be made available to 

http://www.computerweekly.com
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organisations to create a private cloud that is highly compatible with the Azure 

Public Cloud. 

Great – a major step forward.  However, the next problem comes with 

performance.  Having an Azure Stack instance in an organisation's own 

datacentre and then trying to connect through to the Azure Public Cloud means 

that data (and, in many cases, application workloads) has to traverse across a 

wide area network (WAN) connection. 

If this is a public internet connection, then performance will generally be 

bounded by a ‘best efforts' constraint.  If it is a dedicated link, then costs may be 

a problem. 

Again, Microsoft has tried to address this, introducing its own dedicated 

connections into the Azure Public Cloud.  These connections are offered under 

the ExpressRoute banner, and provide ultra-low latency, high bandwidth paths 

into Microsoft's cloud facilities. 

Wonderful – except that these connections do not terminate in a general 

customer's premises.  To achieve suitable scalability within cost constraints, 

Microsoft has struck deals with other facility providers to offer points of presence 

(PoPs) for ExpressRoute terminations.  End customers then need to strike a 

deal with these PoP providers, who will then provide dedicated connections 

using quality of service technologies to connect into the end customer's facility – 

http://www.computerweekly.com
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so there is still the issue of this last link that must be monitored and managed 

outside of the Microsoft environment. 

Such complexity is hard to avoid, but can lead to problems for those aiming for 

a seamless logical hybrid cloud platform.  Luckily, there is one way around all of 

this: the use of a colocation provider who is also an Express Route termination 

point. 

Here, the end customer takes space within the colocation facility and places 

their Azure Stack equipment within it.  Using intra-facility connectivity speeds, 

they then connect through to the ExpressRoute environment, giving an Azure 

Stack/Azure Public Cloud experience that is essentially one consistently 

performing platform. 

By choosing the colocation provider carefully, it can be possible to further open 

up the options around connectivity.  Good colocation providers will have both 

dedicated, high performance networks underpinning connectivity between their 

own and other facilities, but will also offer direct connectivity into the main public 

clouds. 

By ensuring that a colocation provider has the right portfolio of services, end 

user organisations can ensure that they maintain flexibility over how they 

continue their journey into a fully-functional hybrid cloud, and can make the 

most of the opportunities that such a platform can provide. 

http://www.computerweekly.com
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Quocirca has written a short report, commissioned by NGD, on how collocated 

Azure Stack using ExpressConnect can provide the best option for 

organisations wanting to utilise a hybrid cloud.  It can be downloaded for free 

here. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.computerweekly.com
https://www.nextgenerationdata.co.uk/white-papers/new-report-moving-azure-hybrid-cloud/
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